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COM Shifter and Body Rotator for Step-by-Step
Teleoperation of Bipedal Robots

Yachen Zhang and Ryo Kikuuwe

Abstract—This paper presents a controller for step-by-step
teleoperation of bipedal robots, in which the user commands the
robot’s foot motions in a step-by-step manner through a pair of
hand-held 3-degree-of-freedom haptic devices. This teleoperation
scheme allows users to precisely manipulate the swing foot
motions to traverse rough terrains by avoiding obstacles. The
scheme requires a controller that quickly responds to the user
commands and maintains the balance even under erroneous user
commands. The main components of the proposed controller
are a COM (center of mass) shifter and a body rotator, which
are built upon a cart-flywheel-table model of bipedal robots.
The COM shifter is a simple feedback controller to produce
a COM motion according to a reference ZMP (zero moment
point). The body rotator is a complement for the COM shifter
to produce an appropriate angular momentum rate to enhance
the regulation of ZMP. The proposed controller is validated in
our interactive/realtime simulation environment.

Index Terms—Teleoperation, bipedal robots, cart-flywheel-
table model.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE application of autonomous humanoid robots in haz-
ardous environments is still limited by the current in-

telligence of robots. A possible solution to the difficulty is
the use of teleoperation. For teleoperated humanoid robots,
walking is one of the most important and basic tasks. Because
a humanoid robot is an intrinsically unstable mechanism with
many degrees of freedom (DOFs) and is prone to falling while
walking, an appropriate combination of automatic control and
manual control is important for teleoperated bipedal walking.

The majority of studies on the teleoperation of humanoid
robots are based on graphical user interfaces (GUIs) [1], [2],
[3] on personal computers or joysticks [4], [5], [6] combined
with automatic footstep planning techniques. Some researchers
choose mechanical ways to map the human operator’s motion
to the robot’s motion. Such approaches employ complex
mechatronic devices that restrain the operator’s body, such as
motion capture systems [7], [8], exoskeletons [9], [10], and
other complex devices [11], [12].

Even with sophisticated whole-body interface devices, prac-
tical teleoperation is not straightforward because the exact
position matching of body parts of the operator and the robot
may cause the loss of balance of the robot. Matching the
center of mass (COM) and zero moment point (ZMP) between
the operator and the robot enables dynamic and intuitive
teleoperation [12], but it is not very suited for traversing
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Fig. 1. Interactive simulation setup for the step-by-step teleoperation of a
humanoid robot

rough terrain by carefully choosing every footstep, avoiding
the collision of the swing foot and obstacles. In such cases, not
only the footstep positions but also the swing-foot trajectory
is important not to cause the collision of the foot and the
environment. Furthermore, it would be better for the operator
to use his/her hands, instead of feet, to carefully operate the
robot’s feet. As far as the authors are aware, there have been
no such methods for teleoperated bipedal walking that allows
precise manipulation of the swing foot.

This paper proposes a controller for intuitively teleoperating
a humanoid robot through a pair of inexpensive, hand-held
3-DOF haptic devices, as in Fig. 1. The two haptic devices
correspond to the two feet of the robot, and are used only
as pointing devices without force feedback. The controller
is for what we call a step-by-step teleoperation scheme, in
which the user manipulates the swing-foot motion at every
step of walking. In the double support phase, lifting one
haptic device leads to its corresponding foot being lifted.
In the single support phase, the user commands the swing
foot position relative to the support foot position through
the corresponding haptic device. It allows the user to make
the robot walk across obstacles in complex environments
by carefully moving the swing foot and choosing suitable
footholds. This scheme has been introduced in the previous
publications [13], [14] from our research group, in which
some preliminary control techniques have been proposed. This
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scheme would be seen as advantageous over previous schemes
such as [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12] in terms of the hardware
cost and the physical burden to the user, and also in terms of
the maneuverability of the swing foot for traversing obstacles.
This scheme would be useful as a complement for automatic
gait planning techniques, which would be more efficient for
flat or structured environments. A potentially useful scenario
is that, when the environment is found to be too complex
for automatic gait planners, this scheme could be activated to
entrust the motion planning to a human operator.

The step-by-step teleoperation scheme requires the robot
to follow unpredictable commands from the user as opposed
to predetermined motion patterns. The scheme is therefore
incompatible with automatic gait planning techniques (e.g.,
[15], [16], [17], [18], [19]). Instead, the scheme demands
a simple feedback controller capable of quickly responding
to the user commands and maintaining the balance even
under rough commands from the user. Moreover, to deal with
unpredictable user commands, the controller should preferably
be a simple feedback controller without involving time-series
generators or online optimizers.

In step-by-step teleoperation, when a foot is commanded to
be lifted, the desired ZMP should be set in the other foot, and
in the single support phase, the desired ZMP should be in the
support foot. This means that the step-by-step teleoperation
scheme needs a so-called ZMP-based motion generation [20,
Section 4.4], with which the user command determines the
desired ZMP, and the COM of the robot should be moved
accordingly. One example of such controllers is Kajita et al.’s
[21] preview controller. Its structure is, from our point of
view, not very simple, involving a FIFO (first-in first-out)
buffer and a predetermined optimization-based series of gains.
There have been many improved methods such as those based
on the model predictive control [22], [23] and those with
automatic generation of COM reference trajectories [24], [25].
These methods are not straightforward to apply to step-by-
step teleoperation, in which future reference values are not
available.

Another important feature of step-by-step teleoperation is
that the swing leg manipulated by the user can result in
significant variation in the angular momentum of the whole
body. The angular momentum rate (the time derivative of the
angular momentum) also affects the ZMP [18], [23], [26],
[27], [28] but its effect is neglected in the linear inverted
pendulum (LIP) model [21], on which the majority of bipedal
robot controllers, e.g., [16], [17], [19], [25], [29], are built. In
addition, there are many techniques considering the angular
momentum rate [18], [23], [30], [31] for automatic bipedal
walking, but again, they involve time-series generators or
gait planners, which are not very feasible for step-by-step
teleoperation.

The controller proposed in this paper has the structure
inherited from our previous controller [13], [14]. The main
improvements are two new components; a COM shifter and a
body rotator, both of which are simple feedback controllers
free from FIFO buffers, time-series generators, or online
optimization. The COM shifter is based on the conventional
cart-table model [21] and it can be seen as a reversed ver-

sion of Sugihara’s [29] regulator based on the LIP model.
Compared with our previous controller [13], [14], the COM
shifter realizes fast ZMP shifting with much simple structure.
The body rotator is a complement for the COM shifter to
produce an appropriate angular momentum rate to enhance
the regulation of ZMP. The body rotator enables the robot
to maintain balance even under rough user commands, which
is the capacity our previous controller [13], [14] lacks. The
proposed controller is validated in our interactive/realtime
simulation environment shown in Fig. 1.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II gives some
preliminaries. Section III introduces the overall architecture
of our controller. Section IV details the main components of
our controller; the COM shifter and the body rotator. Section
V shows the results of some simulations. Conclusions are
provided in Section VI.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Coordinate frames
We consider a humanoid robot as a floating-base system

composed of 6+ n DOFs, as shown in Fig. 2, where n is the
number of joints of the robot. Each leg has 6 DOFs. There are
four coordinate frames used in our framework, which are ΣW ,
ΣB , ΣL and ΣR. Here, ΣW is the world coordinate frame, ΣB

is the coordinate frame fixed to the torso link, and ΣL and ΣR

are the coordinate frames fixed to the left foot and right foot,
respectively. The joint angle vector of the robot is denoted
by qA ∈ Rn. Throughout this paper, vectors with subscripts
B, L, and R are associated with the correspondent coordinate
frames. The subscripts G corresponds to the COM of the robot.
The subscript S corresponds to the swing foot in single support
phase and the right foot in double support phase. In this paper,
unless otherwise specified, all vectors of position, velocity,
angular velocity and momentum are represented in the world
coordinate system ΣW .

B. The ZMP equation
With a robot of which at least one of its feet is grounded

as in Fig. 2, the relation among the ZMP r ∈ R3, the COM
pG ∈ R3, and the angular momentum LG ∈ R3 about the
COM can be given as follows [18], [23], [28]:

rx =
(g + p̈Gz)pGx − (pGz − rz)p̈Gx − L̇Gy/m

g + p̈Gz

ry =
(g + p̈Gz)pGy − (pGz − rz)p̈Gy + L̇Gx/m

g + p̈Gz
.

(1)

Here, the subscripts x, y, and z stands for the x, y, and z
components, respectively, of the associated vectors, m is the
total mass of the robot, and g is the gravitational acceleration.

Because ZMP is always on the ground, one can set rz = 0.
In addition, if the vertical motion of COM is negligible, we
can assume that p̈Gz = 0. Then, the ZMP equation under such
assumption is obtained as follows:

rx = pGx − p̈Gx

g/pGz
− L̇Gy

mg

ry = pGy −
p̈Gy

g/pGz
+

L̇Gx

mg
.

(2)
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Fig. 2. Coordinate frames associated with a humanoid robot

This formulation corresponds to the linear inverted pendulum
plus flywheel model [32] if r is seen as an input. If the last
terms involving L̇G are neglected, it reduces to the LIP model.
Moreover, if p̈Gxy is seen as the input and L̇G is neglected, it
can be seen as the cart-table model [21]. Some comprehensive
discussions on the structure (2), involving L̇G, are found in
[28].

The majority of the previous techniques, e.g., [14], [16],
[17], [19], [21], [22], [25], [29], are built on the reduced model
without the L̇G terms, i.e., the LIP model or the cart-table
model. There have also been many controllers accounting for
the L̇G terms [18], [23], [30], [31], many of which depend on
predetermined motion commands. This paper builds a simple
feedback controller based on the full model (2) with p̈Gxy and
L̇Gxy treated as inputs, which we call a cart-flywheel-table
model, as detailed in Section IV.

C. COM velocity and the angular momentum

Let pB ∈ R3 and ωB ∈ R3 be the position and the
angular velocity of ΣB , respectively. Then, the velocity ṗG

of COM and the angular momentum LG about the COM can
be obtained as follows:[

ṗG

LG

]
=

[
I −[pGB×] M̂G

0 H̃ HG

] ṗB

ωB

q̇A

 (3)

where

M̂G ≜ MG/m. (4)

Here, I ∈ R3×3 is the identity matrix, pGB ∈ R3 is the
position vector of the robot’s COM from the origin of ΣB ,
H̃ ∈ R3×3 is the total moment of inertia of the robot about the
COM, MG ∈ R3×n and HG ∈ R3×n are the inertia matrices
that relate the joint velocities into the linear momentum and the
angular momentum of the robot, respectively, and [()×] is the
operator that translates a 3-vector into a 3×3 skew symmetric
matrix equivalent to the cross product. The matrices H̃ , MG

and HG can be calculated in realtime through an efficient
computation method, such as the one proposed in [33].

When the robot is floating in the air, ṗG and LG are
expressed by (3). In general, the DOF of the robot is reduced
due to the contact with the ground. To obtain the constrained
form of (3), we divide q̇A, M̂G and HG into leg parts and
the other part in the following manner:

q̇A = [q̇T
L , q̇

T
R, q̇

T
o ]

T (5)

M̂G = [M̂L,M̂R,M̂o] (6)
HG = [HL,HR,Ho]. (7)

Here, q̇L ∈ R6, M̂L ∈ R3×6, and HL ∈ R3×6 correspond
to the left leg, q̇R ∈ R6, M̂R ∈ R3×6, and HR ∈ R3×6

correspond to the right leg, and q̇o ∈ R6, M̂o ∈ R3×6, and
Ho ∈ R3×6 correspond to the rest of the robot (i.e., the body
and the arms). Then, (3) can be rewritten as follows:[

ṗG

LG

]
=

[
I −[pGB×]

0 H̃

] [
ṗB

ωB

]
+

[
M̂L

HL

]
q̇L

+

[
M̂R

HR

]
q̇R +

[
M̂o

Ho

]
q̇o. (8)

Let pL ∈ R3 and ωL ∈ R3 be the position and the angular
velocity, respectively, of ΣL, and let pR ∈ R3 and ωR ∈ R3

be the position and the angular velocity, respectively, of ΣR.
They are obtained by the following expression:[

ṗ∗
ω∗

]
=

[
I [p∗B×]
0 I

] [
ṗB

ωB

]
+ J∗q̇∗ (9)

where the subscript ∗ can be L or R corresponding to the left
foot or the right foot, p∗B ∈ R3 is the position vector of the
origin of the foot coordinate Σ∗ seen in ΣB , and J∗ ∈ R6×n

is the Jacobian matrix calculated from the corresponding leg
configuration.

When the left foot is grounded, its velocity is constrained
as follows: [

ṗL

ωL

]
= 0. (10)
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of the proposed controller. The components of the desired velocity vector vd ∈ R14 are indicated by red solid boxes and blue dashed
boxes, which correspond to high- and low-priority components, respectively

By substituting (10) into (9), ṗB and ωB can be given by[
ṗB

ωB

]
= −

[
I [pLB×]
0 I

]−1

JLq̇L

= −
[

I −[pLB×]
0 I

]
JLq̇L. (11)

Hence, we obtain ṗG and LG of the robot under the constraint
(10) by substituting (11) into (8) as follows:[

ṗG

LG

]
=

[
M̂∗

G

H∗
G

]
q̇A (12)

where[
M̂∗

G

H∗
G

]
≜

[
M̂∗

B + M̂L M̂R M̂o

H∗
B +HL HR Ho

]
(13a)[

M̂∗
B

H∗
B

]
≜ −

[
I −[pGB×]

0 H̃

] [
I −[pLB×]
0 I

]
JL

= −
[

I −[(pGB + pLB)×]

0 H̃

]
JL. (13b)

The case where the right foot is grounded is described by
(12) with the subscripts L and R being interchanged in (13).
Please notice that M̂∗

G and H∗
G are Jacobian-like matrices that

transform the joint velocities to ṗG and LG in the task space,
although they depend on mass/inertia parameters.

III. OVERALL STRUCTURE OF THE CONTROLLER

A. Framework

This section presents our controller framework for step-
by-step teleoperation of bipedal walking. It is illustrated in

Fig. 3. The structure is mainly inherited from our prior
work [13], [14] but is improved in some aspects. The main
improvements consist of two new components, a COM shifter
and a body rotator, which will be detailed in the next Section
IV. This section focuses on the framework to which these new
components are incorporated, which has also been improved.

Through this scheme, the robot’s feet are manipulated in
realtime by the user. More precisely, as shown in Fig. 1,
there are two devices, the left-hand and the right-hand haptic
devices, which manipulate the left foot and the right foot,
respectively. In the double support phase, lifting one haptic
device leads to its corresponding foot being lifted. In the
single support phase, the swing foot follows the motion of its
correspondent haptic device until the sensors detect its contact
with the ground.

The robot’s joints are assumed to be velocity-controlled
with independent servo controllers. Thus, we construct here
a controller that sends angular velocity commands to the
joints. We only consider the joints of two legs, of which
the joint angles are aggregated into the joint angle vector
q ≜ [qT

L , q
T
R]

T ∈ R12, and other joints are set with constant
angles. The correspondent desired joint velocity vector is
denoted by ud ∈ R12.

The controller has five different modes as illustrated in
Fig. 4 and detailed in Section III-B. The reference generator,
appearing in Fig. 3, generates reference values of ZMP and
position/attitude information. The reference values are trans-
lated into desired velocity information represented by a vector
vd ∈ R14, as will be detailed in Section III-C. The desired
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Fig. 4. Mode transition diagram of the proposed controller

velocity vector vd is converted into joint velocity commands
ud through the PDIK introduced in Section III-D.

B. Mode transitions

The mode transition diagram of the controller is shown in
Fig. 4. It is similar to the one in our prior work [14], but
there have been some modifications. In Fig. 4, the mode D
is the double-support mode, the mode SL and SR are the
modes of single support by the left foot and by the right foot,
respectively, and the modes TL and TR are transient modes
to the left and right single-support modes, respectively.

The trigger events e∗ in the figure are defined as follows:

eDTL : the right haptic device lifted (14a)
eDTR : the left haptic device lifted (14b)
eSDL : the left foot grounded (14c)
eSDR : the right foot grounded (14d)

eTS : ∥r − rref∥ ≤ rlift. (14e)

Here, the actual ZMP r is measured by load cells at each foot
sole, and rref ∈ R3 is the reference ZMP determined by the
reference generator introduced in Section III-C. The events
eDTL and eDTR are triggered when the z components of the
haptic device positions pdevice

L and pdevice
R become positive,

respectively, and the events eSDL and eSDR are detected
through load cells. The controller parameter rlift should be
set according to the robot foot size to ensure that r is within
the support polygon when one foot is lifted. We set rlift as
0.12 m in the human-sized robot used in the simulator reported
in Section V.

In the mode D, the robot is supposed to be in the double
support phase, and the COM is controlled to converge to the
above of the midpoint of the feet until the event eDTL or eDTR

is created by the user.
In the modes SL and SR, the robot is supposed to be in the

single support phase, and the COM is controlled to the above
of the support foot until the event eSDL or eSDR is created
by the user’s operation to lower the swing foot to the ground.

Only in these two modes, the user is allowed to manipulate
the swing foot in realtime.

In the transient modes TL and TR, the ZMP is shifted to
the corresponding support foot until the event eTS in (14e)
takes place. After that, the single-support mode SL or SR is
initiated and the user is allowed to lift the foot.

C. Reference generator

The reference generator sends the following five quantities:
• rref ∈ R3: ZMP’s reference position,
• prefGz ∈ R: z component of the COM’s reference position,
• Rref

B ∈ R3×3: torso’s reference attitude,
• pref

S ∈ R3: swing foot’s reference position, and
• Rref

S ∈ R3×3: swing foot’s reference attitude.
Recall that the center positions of the left and right foot
soles are denoted by pL and pR, respectively. The reference
generator determines the above quantities as follows:

rref =


(pL + pR)/2 if D
pL if TL ∨ SL
pR if TR ∨ SR

(15a)

prefGz = HG (15b)

Rref
B = I (15c)

pref
S =


pdevice
R if SL

pdevice
L if SR

pR if TL ∨ D
pL if TR

(15d)

Rref
S = I. (15e)

Here, HG is a constant representing the nominal height of the
COM, which was set as 0.765 m in the human-sized robot
used in the simulator reported in Section V.

As shown in Fig. 3, the generated reference values are
converted into the following desired velocity values:

• vGdxy ∈ R2: x and y components of the COM’s transla-
tional velocity,

• LGdxy ∈ R2: x and y components of the angular
momentum about COM,

• vGdz ∈ R: z component of the COM’s translational
velocity,

• ωBd ∈ R3: torso’s angular velocity,
• vSd ∈ R3: swing foot’s translational velocity, and
• ωSd ∈ R3: swing foot’s angular velocity.

These values are aggregated into the following desired velocity
vector:

vd ≜ [vT
Gdxy,L

T
Gdxy, vGdz,ω

T
Bd,v

T
Sd,ω

T
Sd]

T ∈ R14. (16)

Among these values, vGdxy and LGdxy are determined by the
reference ZMP rref through the COM shifter and the body
rotator as will be detailed in Section IV.

The rest 10 components of vd are determined by simple
saturated P controllers. Let pGz be the z components of the
actual COM pG, pS be the actual position of the swing
foot, and R∗ ∈ R3×3 (∗ ∈ {S,B}) be the rotation matrices
representing the actual attitudes of the frames of Σ∗. Then,
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the saturated P controllers to determine the desired velocity
values are written as follows:

vGdz = sat(vlim, kv(p
ref
Gz − pGz)) (17a)

ωBd = sat(ωlim, kω(lnR
ref
B RT

B)
∨) (17b)

vSd = sat(vlim, kv(p
ref
S − pS)) (17c)

ωSd = sat(ωlim, kω(lnR
ref
S RT

S )
∨) (17d)

where sat : R× Rn → Rn is defined as

sat(xlim,x) ≜
xlimx

max(xlim, ∥x∥)
, (18)

and the notation (lnRaR
T
b )

∨ represents the rotation vector
from the attitude Rb to the attitude Ra, which is detailed in
Appendix A.

The velocity limits vlim and ωlim can be chosen based
on the capacities of the joint actuators of the robot. The
gains kv and kω can be chosen according to how fast the
convergence should be, considering that the gains can be
interpreted as the inverses of the time constants of the expo-
nential convergence. They were set as {vlim, ωlim, kv, kω} =
{1 m/s, 0.8 rad/s, 10 s−1, 10 s−1} for the human-sized robot
used in Section V.

D. Prioritized differential inverse kinematics (PDIK)

Since there are only 12 DOFs in two legs of the robot,
vd ∈ R14 cannot be realized completely. Furthermore, when
the robot reaches the motion range limits of the joints or the
singular configurations, it results in the reduction of DOFs.
To avoid this problem, we define thresholds qmax ∈ R12 and
qmin ∈ R12 of legs’ joint angles, which ensure that q ∈ {x ∈
R12 | qmin ≤ x ≤ qmax} are within the motion range limits
and are not in singular configurations. To obtain an appropriate
set of velocity angle commands ud ∈ R12, we employ the
PDIK based on the method proposed in [34].

We divide the desired velocity vector vd in (16) into the
following two parts:

vd1 ≜ [vT
Gdxy, vGdz,ω

T
Sd]

T ∈ R6 (19a)

vd2 ≜ [LT
Gdxy,ω

T
Bd,v

T
Sd]

T ∈ R8. (19b)

Here, vd1 and vd2 are the high- and low-priority desired
velocity, respectively. This classification has been determined
by considering how accurately the elements should be realized.

• The COM’s translational velocities vGdxy and vGdz are
crucial for the stability of motion. Thus, they must be
realized with high accuracy all the time.

• The swing foot’s angular velocity ωSd should always
be realized accurately, otherwise the foot will move and
ground in an unexpected posture.

• The angular momentum LGdxy are allowed to be realized
with low accuracy due to their relatively low effect on
balance in double support phase.

• The remained two elements ωBd and vSd should not be
realized accurately when they cause errors in realization
of angular momentum in single support phase. Otherwise,
the robot will lose balance.

Generating the joint velocity command ud based on vd1 and
vd2 can be described as the following constrained quadratic
optimization problem:

min
ud

∥J2ud − vd2∥2WA
+ ∥ud∥2WB

(20)

s.t. J1ud = vd1

where J1 ∈ R6×12 and J2 ∈ R8×12 are the Jacobian matrices
that relate ud to vd1 and vd2, respectively, the notation ∥z∥W
stands for ∥z∥W =

√
zTWz, which is the norm of z with

the metric matrix W , and WA ∈ R8×8 and WB ∈ R12×12

are diagonal and positive definite matrices to be designed.
The solution of the optimization problem (20) is analytically
obtained as follows:

ud = W
−1/2
B J+

1Wvd1 +W
−1/2
B J̃#

2W (vd2 − J2WJ+
1Wvd1)

(21)

where

J1W ≜ J1W
−1/2
B ∈ R6×12 (22a)

J2W ≜ J2W
−1/2
B ∈ R8×12 (22b)

J+
1W ≜ JT

1W (J1WJT
1W )−1 ∈ R12×6 (22c)

J̃2W ≜ J2W (I − J+
1WJ1W ) ∈ R8×12 (22d)

J̃#
2W ≜ (J̃T

2WWAJ̃2W + I)−1J̃T
2WWA ∈ R12×8. (22e)

Here, J+
1W is said to be the right inverse of J1W and J̃#

2W

is said to be a singularity robust inverse (SR-inverse) [35] of
J̃2W .

The design of the diagonal matrix WA is related to how
to combine the low-priority components vd2 and will be
detailed in Section IV-C. Meanwhile, the matrix WB should
be determined so that the joint angles are within the limits
determined by qmax and qmin. Based on Chan et al.’s [36]
work, we set the i-th component WB in the following manner:

WB,i =



(qimax
− qimin

)2

4(qimax
− qi)(qi − qimin

)

if qi ∈ (qimin
, qimax

)∧
(qi − (qimin

+ qimax
)/2)q̇i > 0

1 otherwise.
(23)

IV. MAIN COMPONENTS OF THE CONTROLLER

A. Cart-flywheel-table model

The COM shifter and the body rotator, which are the
main components of the proposed controller, are built upon
the model (2), which can be referred to as a cart-flywheel-
table model. For simplicity, let us consider a two-dimensional
version of the model, which can be illustrated as in Fig. 5 and
written as follows:

p̈ = u1 (24a)

L̇ = u2 (24b)

r = p− u1/ω
2 − u2/W. (24c)

Here, p is the cart position, r is ZMP, which resides in the table
foot, and L is the angular momentum of the flywheel. The
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Fig. 5. The cart-flywheel-table model, in which the cart acceleration p̈ and
the flywheel angular momentum rate L̇ are treated as inputs and the ZMP r
is treated as the output

plant parameters are ω ≜
√
g/H and W ≜ mg where H is the

height of the table and m is the mass of the cart. In this model,
the cart acceleration p̈ and the flywheel angular momentum
rate L̇ are treated as input u1 and u2, respectively, and the
ZMP r is treated as the output. We also assume that the cart
position p and velocity ṗ are available to controllers. When the
input u2 is set to zero, (24) reduces to the conventional cart-
table model [21]. A similar notion, a cart-table with flywheel
model, has been mentioned in [37], in which the term u2 is
treated as a perturbation that shrinks the support polygon in
which an estimated ZMP should reside. In contrast, here we
treat both u1 and u2 as control inputs.

To make p and r of the plant (24) converge to a reference
ZMP rref , we consider the following two controllers:

u1 = sat(alim, kp(r
ref − p)− kdṗ) (25a)

u2 = W (rref − r̂) (25b)

where

r̂ ≜ p− u1/ω
2. (26)

Here, kp and kd are positive controller gains and alim is
the acceleration limit determined by the actuator capacity.
The controllers (25a) and (25b) are the basic forms of the
COM shifter and the body rotator, respectively, of which the
complete forms are presented in the subsequent Sections IV-B
and IV-C. We refer to the value r̂ as a CT-ZMP because it
can be seen as a ZMP value estimated only by the cart-table
model, which is (24) with u2 ≡ 0. An idea similar to (25b)
has also been found in [31], in which the “shortage” of the
ZMP calculated from LIP is compensated by a torque around
the COM.

It must be noted that the controller (25b), i.e., the body
rotator, cannot be always active because it results in the
unbounded drift of the angular momentum L, and also in the

unbounded rotation of the robot’s body. Therefore, one can
see that only the controller (25a) can be always active and
that the controller (25b) should be activated only when the
error |rref − r̂| is large.

With the controllers (25) applied to the plant (24), as long
as u1 is not saturated, the following relations are satisfied:

L[p] = kp
kp + kds+ s2

L[rref ] (27)

L[r̂] = kp(1− s2/ω2)

kp + kds+ s2
L[rref ] (28)

L[r] = L[r̂]− L[u2]/W = L[rref ]. (29)

The relation (29) shows that the ideal situation r = rref is
realized with both controllers (25a) and (25b) activated, but
as mentioned above, (25b) cannot be always used. It should
be noted that, even only with (25a), i.e., with u2 ≡ 0, the
relations (27) and (28) are satisfied and also r = r̂ is satisfied.
Therefore, one needs to tune the controller (25a) to achieve an
appropriate response of p and r̂ to rref . A careful observation
on the transfer function in (28) reveals that canceling the
slower pole by the stable zero −ω results in a faster, monotonic
convergence of r̂ to rref . It can be realized by the setting

kd = kp/ω + ω ∧ kp > ω2 (30)

with which (28) reduces to

L[r̂] = kp(1− s/ω)

kp + ωs
L[rref ]. (31)

The COM shifter detailed in the next section is based on this
basic idea.

Fig. 6 shows numerical examples of the cart-table model
(24) with u2 = 0 combined with the controller (25a) with
different gain settings. It can be seen that the controller with
kd < kp/ω + ω leads to faster convergence but overshoot in
ZMP. On the contrary, the controller with kd > kp/ω + ω
results in monotonic but slower convergence of the ZMP. The
setting (30) realizes a fast and non-overshooting convergence.

Note that the controller (25a) can be seen as a point-to-
point controller, as opposed to a trajectory-tracking controller,
in the sense that it aims to make both the ZMP r and COM
p quickly converge to the reference ZMP rref without making
overshoots, not to always track rref . Thus, the reference ZMP
rref can discontinuously jump from one point to another,
which is always the case in our controller framework. This
problem setting is somewhat different from those in [21],
[38], in which the controllers are designed to track continuous
trajectories of the reference ZMP.

The controller (25a) with the setting (30), i.e., the basic form
of the COM shifter, accepts the reference ZMP input rref and
provides the COM acceleration output. An idea similar to the
special gain setting (30) has been utilized in Sugihara’s [29]
regulator, which accepts a reference COM pref and provides
a ZMP command. It assumes the following LIP-model plant

p̈ = ω2(p− us1) (32)

where us1 is the given ZMP command. Note that this plant is
the inverse system of the plant (24) with u2 = 0. Sugihara’s
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Fig. 6. Some numerical examples of the controller (25a) applied to the cart-table model (24) with u2 ≡ 0. Trajectories of (a) r̂ and (b) p with alim =
0.8 m/s2, ω = 3.58 s−1, kp = 40 s−2, and different kd values. The value kd = 14.75 s−1 satisfies (30). The values of alim, ω and kp are the same as those
in the simulations in Section V

[29] regulator determines the ZMP command us1 to make
p converge to the reference COM pref , keeping us1 within
a support polygon [r1, r2] while maximizing the region of
attraction. It is of the following form:

us1 = max(r1,min(r2, p
ref + ks(p− pref) + bsṗ)) (33)

with the feedback gains ks and bs satisfying

bs = ks/ω ∧ ks > 1. (34)

As long as us1 is not saturated, the controller (33) applied to
the plant (32) results in the following relation:

L[us1] =
(ks − 1)(ω2 − s2)

s2 + ω2bss+ ω2(ks − 1)
L[pref ], (35)

and with the application of the special gain setting (34),
it results in a pole-zero cancellation, reducing (35) to the
following:

L[us1] =
(ks − 1)(ω − s)

s+ ω(ks − 1)
L[pref ]. (36)

The pole-zero cancellation is not explicitly mentioned in [29],
but it contributes to the monotonic behavior of the command
ZMP us1, minimizing the chance of deviation of us1 from the
support polygon. Thus, in a sense, the COM shifter (25a) can
be said to be a reversed version of Sugihara’s [29] regulator.
It should be noted that the idea of matching one of the poles
to the stable zero −ω is also found in [24], [25].

B. COM shifter for responsive ZMP shifting

The COM shifter, one of the main components of the
proposed controller, is realized by the basic idea of (25a).
As shown in Fig. 3, it receives the reference ZMP rrefxy and
generates the desired COM acceleration aGdxy . It is defined
as {

aGdx = sat(alim, kpx(r
ref
x − pGx)− kdxṗGx)

aGdy = sat(alim, kpy(r
ref
y − pGy)− kdyṗGy)

(37)

with the gain settings

kd∗ = kp∗/ω + ω kp∗ > ω2 (38)

where ∗ ∈ {x, y} and ω ≜
√
g/prefGz . The desired velocity

vGdxy to be provided to PDIK is obtained by the simple time
integration of aGdxy . The controller parameter alim should be
chosen based on the hardware capacity of the actuators and the
robot foot size to ensure that ZMP will not exceed the support
polygon. In the robot in the simulations in Section V, the
parameters were set as alim = 0.8 m/s2, kpx = kpy = 40 s−2,
ω = 3.58 s−1, and kdx = kdy = 14.75 s−1 according to (38).

C. Body rotator for better ZMP regulating

The other main component of the proposed controller, i.e.,
the body rotator, is built on (25b) presented in Section IV-A.
As shown in Fig. 3, the body rotator determines the desired
angular momentum rate L̇Gdxy , which is integrated into the
desired angular momentum LGdxy that is sent to PDIK. Here,
one concern is that it can result in unbounded body rotation
due to the time integration. Our solution is to use another
signal ωBd to keep the torso upright and to prioritize LGdxy

only when the ZMP error is large. This prioritization is realized
by changing the weight matrix WA in PDIK detailed in
Section III-D.

Our idea is that the body rotator should be used only when
the ZMP error is large in the single-support modes. This idea
is realized by determining the desired angular momentum rate
L̇Gdxy and the weight matrix WA as follows:
if SL ∨ SR:{

L̇Gdx = mg(rrefy − (pGy − aGdy/ω
2))

L̇Gdy = −mg(rrefx − (pGx − aGdx/ω
2))

(39a)
WA,1 = max(wL(r

ref
y − ry)

2/L2
H , ε)

WA,2 = max(wL(r
ref
x − rx)

2/L2
W , ε)

WA,3−5 = ε
WA,6−8 = wS1

(39b)

if D ∨ TL ∨ TR: {
L̇Gdx = 0

L̇Gdy = 0
(39c) WA,1−2 = ε

WA,3−5 = wB

WA,6−8 = wS2.
(39d)
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Fig. 7. Scenario 1: Snapshots of teleoperated bipedal walking with a proper maneuver of the swing foot to avoid an obstacle on the flat terrain. The red
sphere indicates the command position pdevice

L or pdevice
R . (a) View from the y direction. (b) View from the x direction

Fig. 8. Scenario 1: Simulation results of ZMP, COM and the support polygon, which is shown by the red-hatched area. (a) Trajectories in the x direction.
(b) Trajectories in the y direction

Note that the terms pG∗ − aGd∗/ω
2 in (39a) are the CT-ZMP

from (26), which are calculated from the outputs of the COM
shifter. Also note that, from the definition of vd2 in (19b),
WA,1−2 are the weights for the body angular momentum
LGdxy , WA,3−5 are for the torso angular velocity ωBd, and
WA,6−8 are for the swing-foot velocity vSd. The constants
LH and LW in (39b) are the length and width of the robot
foot, respectively. With the robot used in the simulations
in Section V, the foot size is LH = 0.3 m and LW =
0.24 m, and we chose the values {wL, wB , wS1, wS2, ε} to be
{400 kg−2 · m−4, 100, 30 rad2/m2, 100 rad2/m2, 0.001}. In
our preliminary simulations with some robots with different
sizes, the above setting achieved fairly acceptable results.

The ideas behind these settings are summarized as follows:

• The output of the body rotator is utilized only in the
single-support modes and its weight should be larger
when the ZMP error ∥rref − r∥ is large.

• The weight for ωBd should be large in the double support
phase because, in this phase, the body needs to resume
the upright attitude.

• The weights for vSd are set as wS1 < wS2 because the
position control of the swing foot should be accurate in
the double support phase, to maintain contact with the
ground, but can be less accurate in the single support
phase to prioritize the balance.

One imaginable problem may be that the robot body does
not resume the upright posture in the single support phase
because WA,3−5 is ε as in (39b). Setting WA,3−5 larger when
∥rref − r∥ is small might be a solution, but it needs a very
careful tuning not to hamper the effect of the body rotator.
Assuming that robots usually do not keep standing on one leg
for a long time, it would not be a big problem. In addition,
if necessary, we can allow the user to manually set WA,3−5

larger by, e.g., some auxiliary buttons, to compulsorily resume
the upright posture. Nevertheless, the body becomes upright
once the foot touches down on the ground.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulation platform

The proposed controller was validated in the interac-
tive/realtime simulation environment shown in Fig. 1. We used
two Novint Falcons to send position commands pdevice

L and
pdevice
R without force feedback. For the reproducibility of the

results, the experimenter moved the falcons by hands, the
commands pdevice

L and pdevice
R were saved in data files, and the

saved sequences of pdevice
L and pdevice

R were replayed in each
scenario of the simulation. The contact forces between the
robot and environment were simulated through a penalty-based
frictional contact model proposed in [39], [40]. The timestep
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Fig. 9. Scenario 2: Snapshots of the simulation where a transition takes place from the double support phase to the single support phase through the proposed
controller

Fig. 10. Scenario 2: Simulation results of transition from the mode D to the mode SL with (a) the proposed controller and with the preview control with
(b) N = 240 and (c) N = 120. The event eDTL is made happen at t = 0.565 s by lifting the right haptic device. The event eTS indicates the lifting of the
right foot. The CT-ZMP r̂x stands for the ZMP value calculated through (26)

size for the physics simulation was set as 0.001 s and the
sampling interval of the controller was set as T = 0.005 s.

The total mass of the teleoperated robot was 65 kg, the
height was 1.62 m, and the foot size was 0.3 m × 0.24 m.
The robot had 20 DOFs in total, including 6 DoFs in each
leg and 4 DoFs in each arm. The two arms were controlled to
maintain a constant posture. The robot in the simulator was
assumed to be equipped with angle sensors attached to the
joints, load cells mounted at the four corners of each foot sole
to measure the actual ZMP r, and a 3-axis gyro sensor to
measure the torso attitude.

B. Scenario 1: Teleoperated bipedal walking across an obsta-
cle

In Scenario 1, we simulated the step-by-step teleoperation of
the bipedal robot with a proper maneuver of the swing foot to
avoid an obstacle on the flat terrain. Fig. 7 shows snapshots of
the simulation, in which the robot makes two steps (right and
then left) across an obstacle (composed of two blocks, white
and gray), and eventually re-aligns the feet. The red sphere
in each snapshot indicates the command position pdevice

L or
pdevice
R , which are sent from the haptic devices operated by

the experimenter. As can be seen in Fig. 7, the right foot
was moved right-forward and the left foot was lifted high to
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Fig. 11. Scenario 3: Snapshots of a simulation of mode transitions from SL via D and TR to SR

Fig. 12. Scenario 3: Simulation results of transitions from SL via D and TR to SR with different timing of the event eDTR, which is the lifting of the left
haptic device, at (a) t ≈ 1.2 s, (b) 1.7 s, and (c) 2.2 s. The event eSDL is the grounding of the right foot, which is initiated by moving the right haptic device
downward. The event eTS indicates the lifting of the left foot

avoid the obstacles. These motions were performed by the
experimenter, who carefully manipulated them not to make the
swing foot collide with the obstacle. It illustrates the benefit
of the step-by-step teleoperation scheme and the proposed
controller, which allow the operator to carefully manipulate
the swing foot.

Another point that should be noted in Fig. 7 is that, during
the motion, the torso posture significantly varies to extend the
swing foot. This is the effect of the PDIK to extend the range
of motion of the swing foot within keeping the joint angles
within the limits.

Fig. 8 shows the results of ZMP and COM. The red-hatched

areas indicate the support polygon, which is determined by the
geometry of the feet in contact with the ground. It can be seen
that, when the reference ZMP [rrefx , rrefy ]T changes, the actual
ZMP [rx, ry]

T first moves in the opposite direction and later
it converges to the reference ZMP [rrefx , rrefy ]T . This feature is
due to the COM shifter (37), which contributes to the quick
shifting of COM. Its effect will be investigated in more detail
in Scenario 2. The results also show that the tracking error of
ZMP is limited in a small range in the single support phase,
which can be attributed to the body rotator. Its effect will be
discussed in more detail in Scenario 4.
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Fig. 13. Scenario 4: Fast swing of the leg in the single support phase with the body rotator (a) enabled and (b) disabled

Fig. 14. Scenario 4: Simulation results of the proposed controller with the body rotator enabled and disabled; (a) The reference position prefSy and the actual
position pSy of the foot in the y direction. (b) The actual ZMP ry in the y direction. The red lines indicate the boundaries of the support polygon in the y
direction

C. Scenario 2: Lifting one foot

In Scenario 2, transitions from the mode D to the mode SL
were simulated to compare the proposed controller to Kajita
et al.’s preview control [21] [20, Section 4.4]. The event eDTL

was made happen at t = 0.565 s by lifting the right haptic
device, and the reference ZMP rrefx was changed from 0 m
to −0.21 m, which is the location of the left foot. As for
the preview control, the weights were set as Q = 1.0 and
R = 1.0 × 10−6 and the length N of the FIFO was set as
240 and 120 for two simulations (see [20] for definitions).
Fig. 9 shows snapshots of the simulation with the proposed
controller.

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10(a) shows
that, the proposed controller only took around 0.5 s to lift
the foot without causing a stead-state error. In contrast, the
preview control with N = 240 took NT = 1.2 s to lift the
right foot, which is too slow for teleoperation, as shown in
Fig. 10(b). It can be seen from Fig. 10(c) that the preview
control with N = 120 took only NT = 0.6 s, which is faster
than the case of N = 240, but leading to a significant steady-
state error. As seen from these results, the preview control with
a smaller FIFO length N results in a shorter response time
but a larger steady-state error. Although there would be some
ways to improve it, e.g., [41], the rather complicated structure
of the preview control, involving a FIFO buffer, would count

as a drawback.

D. Scenario 3: Switching of the support foot

In Scenario 3, transitions from the mode SL to the mode SR
via the modes D and TR were tested. The transition from the
mode SL to the mode D were made by moving the right haptic
device downward to ground the right foot, which created the
event eSDL. The transition from the mode D to the mode SR
via the mode TR were made by moving the left haptic device
upward, which created the event eDTR. The reference ZMP
rrefx was changed according to the mode transitions as defined
in (15a). Fig. 11 shows snapshots of the simulation.

Simulation results are shown in Fig. 12. In Fig. 12(a),
eDTR was given shortly after the eSDL and thus the COM
maintained the maximum acceleration throughout the mode D.
In Fig. 12(b), eDTR was given after the actual ZMP reached the
midpoint. In Fig. 12(c), eDTR was given after both ZMP and
COM were settled at the midpoint. In all cases with different
timings of the trigger event, switching of the support foot was
appropriately realized in a responsive manner by the proposed
controller.
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E. Scenario 4: Fast swing of the leg in the single support
phase

In Scenario 4, we performed simulations of fast swing of
the leg in the single-support mode SL. To show the effect of
the body rotator, we compared the proposed controller to the
one with the body rotator disabled, with which L̇Gdxy was set
to be zero and WA were always set as (39b). Fig. 13 shows
snapshots of the simulation with the body rotator enabled and
disabled. Fig. 13(a) shows that, with the body rotator, the
robot significantly changed its posture as an effect of the body
rotator. On the contrary, Fig. 13(b) shows that the torso was
kept vertical to the ground when the body rotator is disabled.

Fig. 14 shows the results. Fig. 14(a) shows the reference
foot position prefSy , which is the common input to both cases,
and the resultant foot trajectories pSy with or without the body
rotator. It shows that the foot motions were almost the same
between the two cases. Fig. 14(b) shows the ZMP ry in the
two cases. It shows that the fluctuation of the ZMP ry was
made much smaller with the body rotator under almost the
same foot motions. These results show that the body rotator
is effective to suppress the ZMP error under the disturbance
caused by the swing foot motion.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented a controller for a step-by-step
teleoperation scheme for humanoid robots, in which the user
manipulates the foot positions of the robot at every step of
walking. The main components of the controller, the COM
shifter and the body rotator, are built upon a cart-flywheel-
table model, which is a simplified dynamics model of a robot
involving the angular momentum. The proposed controller
has been validated with a realtime simulation environment.
The results have shown the advantage of the teleoperation
scheme, which allows the user to intuitively realize walking
across various obstacles through precise manipulation of the
swing foot. It can also be seen from the results that the
proposed controller realizes responsive lifting and landing of
the feet according to the user commands, and also maintains
the balance even under disturbances caused by a fast motion
of the swing foot.

Future research should address the extension of the pro-
posed controller to cope with external forces, more specifically,
to be capable of pushing recovery motion [32], [42], [43] and
automatic stepping motion [44], [45]. In addition, to deal with
uneven terrains, the reference COM height and the reference
attitude of the swing foot may need to be varied in adaptive
ways. A better set of parameter tuning guidelines should also
be sought.
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APPENDIX A

The notation (lnR)∨, which is the combination of the
matrix logarithm and the ‘vee’ operation, represents the con-
version from a rotation matrix R ∈ R3×3 to its corresponding
rotation vector (angle-axis representation), which have been
used in, e.g., [20, Section 2.2.7]. It is written as follows:

(lnR)∨ =



[0 0 0]T if R = I

π[1 0 0]T if R = diag(1,−1,−1)

π[0 1 0]T if R = diag(−1, 1,−1)

π[0 0 1]T if R = diag(−1,−1, 1)

atan2(∥l∥ , tr(R)− 1)l/∥l∥ otherwise
(40)

where l ≜ (R −RT )∨ and ∨ is the ‘vee’ operator, which is
defined by [a×]∨ = a for all a ∈ R3.


